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Abstract 

The present paper deals with investigations of acoustic s ignals from a 
boiling experiment performed on the BOH 60 reactor in the USSR. Signals have 
been analysed in frequency as well as in tine domain. Signal cnaracterist ics 
successful csed to detect the bailing process have been found in t ine domain. 

A proposal for in-service boil ing monitoring by acoustic weans i s 
described. 

1.0 Introduction 

Tine research coordination meeting held on 9-11 December in Vienna, agreed to 
further analysis of the BOR-oO reactor noise data using the following tiles. 

File 2: representing a record in which steady ilow with no boiling existed. 
File 7: reoresenung a recard in which steady boiling was known to exist. 
File 3: representing a record in which the power was steadily increased 

resulting in a transition from non-boi! .ig to boiling conditions. 

Piruop^iita were requesieo. to analyse the data in the following terms for 
micropnane P2 and waveguide Wl. 

Using the data from File 2 plot S, ll.e probability of a spurious trip, as a 
tunc::on ot averaging time. 

Using the data from File 7 plot M, the probability ot missing a boiling 
event, as a Junction ot averaging time. 

Lsin§ me data from File 3 plot P, the probability that boiling exists as a 
function of time. 

.As will be noted later the third required analysis produced some conceptual 
difficulties concerned with ;he different ways this task could be interpreted. 

2.0 Signal Processing Strategics 

2.1 Features of the Signal 

The authors have in previous progress reports, identified four features of the signal 
which may have various uses in the detection of boiling. These four tenures are 
shown in diagrammatic form in figure I and are defined as: 
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In the present work only the mean square estimate z'(j) and the mean square of 
the prediction error <'(j> have been used; the latter strategy is described in the 
tollowing section. 
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FIG 1 Signal processing, urateglef. 



2.2 Mean Square ol the Prediction Error t'(j) 

The main attraction of using cMj), the mean square of the prediction error as a 
signal processing strategy is that the discrimina;ion between the boiling and non-
boilmg regimes may be made arbitrarily large by increasing the order n ol the 
expectation function defined in equation 3. 

The implementation of this strategy requires a discrete representai on ol the 
conditional expectation function by dividing the range of the signal into M levels. 
The expectation array is thus n-dimensional with M n entries. In this work because 
of limitations of available computer memory n was limited to 4 and M was set to 
2*. 

It is assumed that normal operating conditions can be guaranteed while the process 
is observed to ensure adequate filling of the array (in the present context a few 
seconds are sufficient). 

Clearly if the process under observation changes from a flow only situation to one 
including boiling then any prediction based on the conditional expectation or flow 
alone will run awry, 
described in [ l ] . 

This then is the essence oi the method which is fully 

3.0 Sampling Schemes Used 

The data in each file was sampled with a 6.25us period to avoid ailiasing, cont
iguously for files 2 and 7 and at equally spaced time slots spread over the whole 
sample tor file 3. 

These sampling schemes are shown in figure 2. 
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FIG 2 Sampling schemes used. 
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U.O Limitations in the Present Work 

The very nature oi the processing strategies, when performed off-line as in the 
present work, required the acquisition and manipulation of large amounts of data; 
for files 2 and 7 - 200,000 data points were used for each file, whilst <«00,000 were 
needed for file 3. 

The processing of the data off-line, using the Institute's central computer system, 
consumed significant capacity of the system, necessitating the present stud/ being 
limited to one sensor only. The sensor chosen was the pressure transducer P2. 

A visual inspection of the record of file 3 confirmed that the boiling phase was 
decidedly discontinuous. In view of the short averaging times and the limitud data 
that could be stored, the estimates derived in this study are considered to be 
pessimistic. 

5.0 Feature PDFs and the Effect of Averaging Times 

In each of the PDFs computed from the available data averages were performed 
over three averaging times corresponding to 20, 200 and ^000 samples. The 
discrimination as evidenced by the increasing separation between the boiling and 
non-boiling PDFs clearly improves as the averaging time increases. This is 
consistant with theoretical work previously reported [2]. 

For comparison purposes the PDFs of the mean square estimate is shown as figure 
3, whilst the PDFs of the conditional expectation error is shown in figure 4. The 
superior performance of the conditional expectation strategy is clearly appareii. 

It should be pointed out that limitations with the availability oi computing power 
restricted the maximum averaging time to about 18ms. It is believed that 
averaging time at least two orders of magnitude greater would be permissible and 
realisable in an on time system. 
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6.0 The Probability o( Spurious Trip S and MISSWR an Event M as a Function 
of Decision Level and Averaging; Time 

The general methodology used to determine S and M is as reported previously and 
summer ised below. 

Area 

FEATURE LEVEL (Wi 

Clearly M is the cummulative probability tunction associated with the variable W 
being the decision boundary, 

le M = F2(W) 

and similarly 

S = l-F,(W). 
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It should be noted that both S and M are a function ol the decision boundry W, as 
described, and the averaging time as postulated in early work [3). 

The results of applying this methodology is shown in the following figures. 

Figure 5 S and M for mean square estimate averaged over 20 samples 
Figure 6 S and M for mean square estimate averaged over 200 sample:, 
Figure 7 S and M for mean square estimate averaged over 2000 samples 
Figure S S and M for mean square conditional expectation error aveiaged 

over 20 samples 
Figure 9 S and M for mean square conditional expectation error averaged 

over 200 samples 
Figure 10 S and M for mean square conditional expectation error averaged 

over 2000 samples 

Again the beneficial effect of increasing the averaging time is clearly noticed. 

ULI.ISION IIIIIESIIOI.D 

FIQ.5. S and M lor mean square averaged over 20 samples. 
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FIG.6. S and M lor mean square averaged over 200 samples. 
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FIG.7. S and M lor mean square averaged over 2000 samples. 
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FIG 8 S and M lor conditional expectation error: 20 samples. 
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FIG.9. S and M for conditional expectation error: 200 samples. 
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FIG. 10. S and M lor conditional expectation error: 2000 samples. 

7.0 The Probability P that Boiling Exists as a Function of Time 

As indicated earlier this task presented some conceptual difficulties due to the 
ambiguity with which the problem was defined. The authors considered attempting 
to apply a ftaysian approach in which historical estimates would be used to modify 
current estimates of probability. However, in view of the other uncertainties 
associated with P being a function of the decision boundry W and the averaging 
time T, a simple approach was adopted 

In this approach P is calculated as: 

P (boiling) = number of samples over a set threshold 
(number of samples in a sliding window) 

tor the figures shown the number of samples set in the sliding window was chosen 
to be 1000 and as before averages of the feature were computed over ?0, 200 and 

261 2000 data points. Two threshold levels were used corresponding to the minimum 

value of (S*M) and a value when S first reaches zero. The results are shown in 
figures denoted ass 

Figure 11 Probability (P) of boiling as a function of time; min(S»M) 
averaged over 20 samples 

Figure 12 Probability (P) of boiling as a function of time; min (S»Mi 
averaged over 200 samples 

Figure 13 Probability (P) of boiling as a function of time; min(StM) 
averaged over 2000 samples 

Figure I * Probability (P) of boiling as a function of time; S=0, averaged 
over 20 samples 

Figure I ) Probability (P) of boiling as a function of time; S=0, averaged 
over 200 samples 

Figure 16 Probability (P) of boiling as a function of time; S=0, averaged 
over 2000 samples 

FIG 11. Probability (P) ol boiling vs. time lor mln (S + M): 20 samples. 
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FIQ.12. Probability (P) ol boiling vs. lime lor min (S + M): 200 samples. 
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FIG.13. Probability (P) ol boiling vs. lime lor min (S + M): 2000 samples. 
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FIG. 14. Probability ol boiling vs. lime lor S»0: 20 samples. 
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FIG 15 Probabillly ol boiling vs. time for S = 0: 200 samples. 
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FIG. 16. Probability of boiling vs. lima lor S - 0 : 2000 samples. 
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8.0 Concluding Remarks 

As indicated in the discussion in section 1.0 on the constraints of the present 
study, the results obtained are limited to very short averaging limes. Never
theless the result as shown in figure 16 is particularly encouraging. 

If the mean square of the conditional expectation error were to be i.sed in an on
line situation it would not be necessary to hold in the computer memory data other 
than that needed to establish the expectation array. 

Under these circumstances it would be possible to use averaging times considerably 
greater than the one used in this research with a concomitant substantial increase 
in potential performance of the quality of the strategy. 
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